Meeting Notes
Engaged Scholarship Working Group
May 16, 2013 2:00-4:00 p.m., HH 309

Attending: Oceana Francis, Creighton Litton, Margaret Maaka, Scott Rowland, Liana Wong, Rebekah Carroll, Susan Hippensteele

1. Purpose of reconvening
   a. Adjusting implementation of prior recommendations
      i. Going forward, funding locally vs. funding centrally
      ii. Has changed the dynamic of the SPC
      iii. Originally a $1 million central funding commitment, but budget shifted
   b. ESWG recommendations
      i. T & P criteria and HAP course recommendations were no-cost initiatives
         1. Memos went out, they were implemented, and data is already being collected
      ii. Has changed the dynamic of the SPC
   c. Native Hawaiian Community Engaged Scholarship Criteria for Targeted Research Support
      i. This recommendation was to be centrally funded

2. Revision Discussion
   a. Suggest: Push to the VC level to determine how to fund
   b. Recommendation very important to the strategic plan and tied to WASC expectations
   c. Discussion of how to edit/modify
      i. Suggest matching system so units can obtain matched funds
      ii. Grant writer discussed
      iii. Already a strong document

Next Steps
1. SH will incorporate edits and send out to WG for review
2. SH will email CL